CORPORATION
de la Cité de/ of the City of
CLARENCE-ROCKLAND

ADDENDUM #1
05/04/2017 8:58

Hot Mix Asphalt
Tender Number

F18-INF-2017-012
Request for Proposals Issued On:
22-Feb
Proposal Submission Deadline: 2:00:00pm Local Time in Clarence-Rockland Ontario, Canada on

7-Apr-17
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS TIME SENSITIVE
lease note: This addendum is to be considered part of the above noted Request for Tender as though included with the original version
This addendum does not affect the closing date/time:Bidders should acknowledge receipt of all Addendum / Addenda by inserting
in the space provided on the Bid Submission Form, the numbers of all Addendum / Addenda received during the bidding period.

QUESTION REQUESTING CLARIFICATION
The following questions were received:

1

2

3

4

Question:

In item 2 and 3 of Pricing schedule, what are the specs of frame and covers for manholes and catch basins, since
this will affect pricing.

Reply:

Specifications for frame and covers are as per OPSD 400.020, 400.070 and 400.010.

Question:

Are items "2.1" and 4 the same as items 6 and 7 as these would fall in the "adjusting" price (without riser) as it was
in previous years. Consequently 6,7 would be adjustment with riser.

Reply:

item 2 and 3 are for adjustment and frame and cover to be supplied by contractor, item 4 is with a salvaged frame
and cover. Item 6 & 7 are like previous years, adjust,ent including adjustment rings if required.

Question:

Please define "rebuild structure". Does this mean having to chip away at concrete or having to excavate full depth
of structure in order to set at proper elevation? or are items 2 and 3 only supply and install new frames and covers.

Reply:

Rebuilt structure, is considered to chip or saw cut the top of the structure to allow the placement of an adjustment
ring and to reinstalled the frame and cover at proper finish road grade.

Question:

A lot of manholes or catch basins only need adjustments. Do you still want to combine adjustments with risers
although alot of them don't need any risers?

Reply:

The unit price shall include the adjustments with or without risers.
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